
  

Solar Wind Around Pluto
SWAP

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
Dave McComas, Princeton University

DESCRIPTION
Low Energy Plasma Instrument

ENERGY RANGE
30 eV - 7.7 keV

FIELD OF VIEW
270 deg x 10 deg

(deflection angles up to +15 deg)

ENERGY RESOLUTION
1 eV (< 2 keV); 9% (> 2 keV)

SPECIES
All Ions



  

New Horizons SWAP L5 Data Sets

L5 Data Sets:
nh-p-swap-5-derived-solarwind-v1.0



  

New Horizons SWAP 
Data Set Evaluation Tools

Staging and Evaluation -
     Machine: Dell Precision T3400
     Operating System: Fedora 18 linux

Minor Diagnostics -
     Machine: IBM Ienovo T60p ThinkPad
     Operating System: Fedora 27 linux



  

Document Evaluation



  

aareadme.txt in the main directory

Extra Word

Extra Word



  

voldesc.cat in the main directory

The voldesc.cat file should describe the type of data included within this volume.
The following line is the description of one of the data files within the volume and
never discusses other data within the volume.  The description within this file
needs re-writing to be inclusive and describe the type of data within the volume. 

Data files are included which give Plutocentric positions and are not mentioned.



  

indxinfo.txt in the index directory

More than just one!



  

error_notes.txt in the document 
directory

indicate the

with those from SWAP
Suggested Edits



  

dataset.cat in the catalog directory 
1 of 2

Where is Figure 1?

This reads like there is missing text.  It seems that the remainder of 
the Pluto J200 description is missing all the way through the heading
For the Pluto IAU coordinate system. 



  

dataset.cat in the catalog directory 
2 of 2

and
No spacecraft speed is 
Included within this dataset

Note: I found HGI positions included within the Pluto coordinate data file.
This document suggests that HGI values should only be included within
the Heliospheric data file.



  

swap.cat in the catalog directory

Directory and file do not exist.

I would suggest something like:

See McComas et al. (2008) [MCCOMASETAL2008] for more detail.



  

nh_heliocentric_sw_2015-07-14.lbl
nh_plutocentric_sw_2015-07-14.lbl

in the data directory

Extra Word



  

Science Data Evaluation



  

Solar Wind Parameters

The solar wind proton parameters (density, 
speed, temperature, dynamic pressure, and 
thermal pressure) are included both in the 
nh_heliocentric_sw_2015-07-14.csv and 

nh_plutocentric_sw_2015-07-14.csv files.  The 
values recorded in each file should be the 

same.



  

Heliocentric Plutocentric

All Look identical
As expected
All Good!!



  

Heliographic Inertial (HGI)

The Heliographic Inertial (HGI) coordinates given 
in the files nh_heliocentric_sw_2015-07-14.csv 
and nh_plutocentric_sw_2015-07-14.csv were 
examined.  Note that the radial distance to the 

spacecraft is not given in the 
nh_plutocentric_sw_2015-07-14.csv file. 



  

Heliocentric Plutocentric



  

Not Pluto Centered
Since the nh_plutocentric_sw_2015-07-14.lbl file 

suggests that the HGI coordinates are centered 
at Pluto instead of the Sun, I expected that the 

values in each file would be different.  Since the 
values are identical, it has to be that an HGI 
coordinate system with a Sun center, not a 

Pluto center, was used for these values.  The 
HGI description is not included within the 

DESCRIPTION field.  This is just a 
documentation issue which needs to be 

corrected.



  

The time variation of
Heliospheric Aries Ecliptic (HAE) and      

  Heliographic (HG) coordinates in the 
nh_heliocentric_sw_2015-07-14.csv file was 

examined.



  

HAE HG

All Look as
Expected.

All Good!!



  

The coordinate system relation of
Heliospheric Aries Ecliptic (HAE) and      

  Heliographic (HG) in the 
nh_heliocentric_sw_2015-07-14.csv file was 

examined.



  

All Look as
Expected.

All Good!!

HAE



  

All Look as
Expected.

All Good!!

HG



  

The time variation of the Pluto J2000 (J2000) and 
Pluto IAU (IAU) coordinates in the file 

nh_plutocentric_sw_2015-07-14.csv was 
examined.  The distance units are not consistent 

with the AU unit described in the 
nh_plutocentric_sw_2015-07-14.lbl file.  These 

distances are probably in km.



  

J2000
IAU

Distances are not in 
AU as stated in the
Label file.



  

The coordinate system relation of the Pluto J2000 
(J2000) and Pluto IAU (IAU) systems in the file 

nh_plutocentric_sw_2015-07-14.csv was 
examined.  The distance units are not consistent 

with the AU unit described in the 
nh_plutocentric_sw_2015-07-14.lbl file.  These 

distances are probably in km.



  

Distances are not in 
AU as stated in the
Label file



  

IAU

Distances are not in 
AU as stated in the
Label file



  

Example Entry

Included below is an example entry from the file nh_plutocentric_sw_2015-07-14.lbl
which defines the distance in units of AU.  The definition is both in the UNIT field and
In the DESCRIPTION field.  The data is clearly not in units of AU.  The data Is probably 
in units on km.   This label file needs fixing before the data is released.



  

Conclusion

The Data Itself Looks Great; however, there are 
some documentation items fixed!!  Certification 
recommended once documentation issues are 

fixed.



  

BACK-UP SLIDES



  

checksum.lbl & checksum.tab
in the index directory

GOOD



  

index.lbl & index.tab
in the index directory

GOOD



  

docinfo.txt in the document directory

GOOD



  

ref.cat in the catalog directory

GOOD



  

nh.cat in the catalog directory

GOOD



  

nhsc.cat in the catalog directory

GOOD
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